2014 SCAC AMENDMENT SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING
10:00 AM – Room 302
May 8, 2014

AGENDA

WELCOME ………………………………………………………………………………… Ted Miltiades, Director Codes and Research

• Introduction of Sub-Committee Chairman and Members
  Chairman: Ryan Taylor, AIA, Representing Profession of Architecture
  Members: Morgan Wheeler, CBO, Representing Code Enforcement Officials
           Joel Rodriguez, CBO, Representing Code Enforcement Officials
           David Adams, Representing State Fire Officials
           Tim Williams, Representing Home Builders

• Introduction of DCA Staff and Guests
• Turn meeting over to Chairman Ryan Taylor

BUSINESS SESSION…………………………………………………………………… Ryan Taylor, Chairman

REVIEW OF PROPOSED STATE CODE AMENDMENTS

1. 2012 IRC G2447.2 (623.2) Prohibited location - Reinstate. By Greg Johnson, PE
2. 2012 IRC G2447.3 (623.3) Domestic appliances - Reinstate. By Greg Johnson, PE
3. 2012 IRC R502, R602, R802 - Revise span tables to reflect new design values for Southern Pine where indicated. By Paul Coats, American Wood Council (AWC)
5. 2012 IRC Prescriptive Deck Details – Revise span tables to reflect new design values for Southern Pine where indicated by DCA 6. By Cooper Pierce, AIA
6. 2012 IRC R402.1.2 Wood Treatment - Revise as indicated. By Cooper Pierce, AIA
7. 2012 IRC Prescriptive Deck Details - Revise General Requirements, Item 1, Preservative Treated Lumber. By Cooper Pierce, AIA
8. 2012 IRC Prescriptive Deck Details – Revise Figure 20. By Cooper Pierce, AIA
9. 2012 IBC 2308 - Revise span tables to reflect new design values for Southern Pine. By Paul Coats, American Wood Council (AWC)
11. 2012 IBC 803.12 High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE) and Polypropylene (PP) - Delete without substitution. By Clay Jones, GEM
12. 2012 IPC 504.6 Requirements for discharge piping. Delete and substitute to read. By Windell Peters, WFP Associates
13. 2012 IPC 504.7 Required pan; Revise to read. By Windell Peters, WFP Associates
14. 2012 IPC 605.9 Prohibited joints and connections. Add exception for saddle type fittings. By Barry Abernathy, E Smith HVAC
15. 2009 IECC 202 Definitions - Add new definition Rated Design; 401.2 Compliance - Revise and add new Item 6; 406 Energy Rating Index Compliance Alternative. By Steve Baden, RESNET

CONCLUSION OF MEETING………………………………………………… Ryan Taylor, Chairman

ADJOURN